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ABSTRACT: A valve for regulating the flow of materials 
which are made up of a substantial portion of magnetic parti
cles, the valve being characterhed by improved flow rate con
trol means. The valve includes an outer member and an as
sembly consisting of a permanent magnet and an electrical 
coil, this assembly providing a core member with a flow 
through passage being provided by spaces defined between 
the core member and the interior wall of the outer member. 
Means are provided for energizing the coil and for vary ina the 
input to the coil to vary the influence of the magnet on the 
particles anci th<:reby regulate the flow ofiile mater'ai ihrough 
the valve. The sr,aces defined between the pole pieces and the 
interior w<lll vary between minimum and maximum dimen
sions, and the energization of the electrical coil is controlled 
whereby the flow rate can be suitably maintained at desired 
J~~eIs and_ readl!>' ~h.anged betw~~.n_~~f!<:t~nt flow rat~. ___ . _ 
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REGULATING VALVE FOR MAGNETIC MATERIALS An electrical coil is also associated with the v&lve. This coil 
This invention relates to an improved valve construction. is located in proximity with the magnet whereby energization 

The invention is particularly directed to a valve construction of the coil will influence the magnetic field produced by the 
of the type described in Van Fossen U.S. Pat. No. 3,406,704 magnet. Means are provided for varying the input to the coil 
which is employed for modulating the flow of materials which S so that corresponding variations in the action of the magnet 
are composed of a substantial portion of magnetic particles. can be realized. The system may be designed 80 that the effec· 

There are various applications which require the feeding or tive magnetic field can vary from B condition which will 
other movement of materials in particle form. In certain in- prevent the passage of the abrasive material to a condition 
stances, it is desirable to provide means for regulating the flow which will provide virtually free flow of the material, or a 
of the particles whereby the feeding rate can be controlled. 10 system varying between minimum and maximum flow rafes 
Materials in particle form have characteristics similar to fluids may be utilized. Reference is made to copen ding application 
whereby valves can be employed for regulating flow. Problems Ser. No. 737,183 for a description of a suitable operating ar-
arise, however, since ootid particles have a greater tendency rangement. 
toward clogging or otherwise disrupting valve operations The structure of this invention is particularly characterized 
whereby high maintenance and replacement cost result. Such 15 by nonuniform spacing between the valve wall and the as-
difficulties arise particularly where the particles are abrasive sembly comprising the coil magnet and pole pieces. With this 
in character. physical arrangement, and through the use of means for 

This invention described in the aforementioned patent dis- changing the voitage appiied to th~ coii, ii has teen fOUnd that 
closes means for modulating the flow of particles which have 20 the flow rate of the materials throug..r. the valve can be in-
magnetic characteristics. The construction described is ideally itiated at a very low level. Thus, the nonuniform spacing will 
suited for use in conjunction with systems which employ abra- provide an area of weakest magnetic flux density, and material 
sives for the cleaning of metal surfaces or the like. Various flow will begin in this area in preference to all other areas 
abrasives, such as shot, are magnetic in character, and it is when voltage of a minimum amount is first applied. As the 
highly desirable to provide suitable flow regulating means for 25 voltage increases, the flu;;: density in surrounding areas will 
such materials because of their abrasive characteristics. gradually decrease to levels permitting additional material 

The valve described in the aforementioned patent presents flow. This has been found to be an ideal system for pemlitting 
some difficulties when starting material flow and during gradual changes in material flow between a very low flow rate 
change from one flow rate to another. It has bee[1 found to a maximum flow rate. 
desirable to provide a valve of the type described in the patent 30 This the accompanying drawings, FIGS. 1 through 5 iIIus-
which is characterized by means for starting material flow at a trate a valve 10 characterized by the features of this invention. 
very low rate whik also permitting smooLf, changes in flow this valve is adapted to be associated with an abrasive cleaning 
rate. With an arrangement of the specific type defined in the. machine wherebi abrasive particles can be fed into the inlet 
aforementioned patent, it is difficult to start material flow at a end 12 of the valve and out of the outlet end 14. In one con-
very low rate since the energization, of the coil will cause 35 templated application of the invention. the valves are em-
material to flow all around the passage provided and, ployed for feeding centrifugal wheels. h1 such an instance, the 
similarly, changes in the voltage applied will result in rather valve is mounted in association with the wheel housing, and 
abrupt changes in flow rate rather than providing a smooth the centrifugal blades engage abrasive passing through the 
transition. outlet 14 for throwing of the abrasive onto articles to be 

In con~idering the following description, it will be ap- 40 cleaned. The valve of this invention is intended to replace 
preciated that the valves described can readily be employed valves which have previously been employed in conjunction 
for other applications, not necessarily involving the handling with such abrasive cleaning machines, and the mounting of the 
of abrasive cleaning materials. instant valves in associatio!l with such machines is essentially 

It is the general object of this invention to provide an im- 45 the same as in the case of previously used valves. 
proved valve construction which can be employed for regulat- The valve is formed by means of a pair of outer sections 16 
ing the flow of particles which comprises a substantial portion and 18, and an intermediate cylindrical section 17. The sec-
of magnetic particles. tions 16 and HI include flang!) members 20 defining openings 

It is a more particular object of this invention to provide a 22 whereby the respective sections can be mounted in a 
valve construction of the type described which is charac- 50 desired position. Each of the sections 16 and 18 also includes 
terized by operating means permitting gradual changes in the protruding portions 24. These portions each receive bolts 28 
flow rate of materials moving through the valve whereby the utilized for securing the assembly together. 
flow rate can be varied between very low initial rates to max- Extending inwardly from the section 16 are a pair of wings 
imum flow rates on a controlled basis. 3() which are integrally formed with a conically shaped cap 

These and other objects of this invention will appear S5 member 32. The ends of these wings 30 are shaped whereby 
hereinafter and for iJurposes of illustration, b·Jt not of limita- they interfit the inclined interior surface 34 of section 16. A 
tion, specific embodiments of this invention are shown in the similar conically,' shaped cap member 36 is pro\'ided with 
accompanying drawings in which: wings 38, and this arrangement is located near the outlet end 

FIG. 1 comprises an e1evational view, partly in section, of of the section 18. 
the valve construction of this invention; 60 Located intermediate the cap members 32 and 36 is a mag-

FIG. 2 is a vertical sectional view taken about the line 2-2 net and coil assembly. This assembly includes pole pieceS 4() 
of FIG. 1; and 42 which can be cemented or otherwise secured to the 

FIG. 3 is a plan view taken about the line 3-3 of FIG. 1; respective cap members. Permanent magnets in the shape of 
FIG. 4 is a horb:ontal sectional view taken about the line 4- discs 46 are located in stacked relationship between the pole 

4 of FIG. 1; and 65 pieces 40 and 42. An electrical coil preferably in the form of 
FIG. 5 :s a horizontal view taken about the line 5-5 of FIG. an elongated wire is wound around the magnets and pole 

1; and, pieces to form the cylindrical arrangement 48. An annular 
FIG. 6 is a horizontal ~ectional view of an alternative form passage SO provides the flow through passage for the construe-

of the invention. tion. ' 
The valve construction described in the aforementioned 70 A bore 52 is defined by one of the wing members 30, and an 

patent generally comprises a flow through paSsage defined opening 54 in the section 16 communicates with the bore 52. ,. 
between spaced·apart wall portions of the valve. A permanent Passage 56 extends from the bore S2 to passage 58 formed in 
magnet is associated with the valve adjacent at least one of the tile pole piece 40. This arrangement provides for the connec-
walls whereby magnetic particles which pass through the flow tion of electrical leads 60 to the coil 48. Both leads may pass 
through passage are adapted to be attracted by the magnet. 75 through the described passages; however, a second passage 
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could obviously be formed in a similar manner through one of 
the other wings. 

As shown in the drawings, the vertical axis of tile assembly 
comprising the pole pieces 40 and 42, permanent magnets 46 
and coil 43 is offset from the center line of the ~ctions fmm.- 5 
lng the valve housing. Accordingly, the spacing between the 
inner wall 62 of the cylindrical section 17 varies from a max
imum dimension at 64 to a minimum dimellsion at 66. 

fn the operation of the described constructi:>n, material is 
passed into the inlet 12 and through the passage 50. If the 10 
valve is to provide for essentially free flow of the particles, the 
electrical coil 48 is energized to the extent ne=ry for off
setting the influence of the permanent magnet.; 46. With the 
arrangement, substantially free flow of the particles can be ac- 15 
complished. 

When the flow of particles is to be retarded. the energiza
tion is varied hy the neces-<\ary amo!)nt to lIchiev? a red\1ction 
in flo"w rate. Obviously, the flow of particles can be substan
tially stopped by deenergizing the electrical coil provided per- 20 
manent magnets of the necessary strengt.h are employed. It 
will be appreciated that compiete stopping of the flow may not 
be necessary for some applications. 

The nonuniform spacing between the housing wall and the 
assembly including the permanent magnets, coil and pole 25 
pieces provides an ideal means for controlling the flow rate of 
material through the valve. The control is made possible due 
to the fact that the !lUll density is weakest in the area of the 
maximum space dimension 64": As the coil is energized, a level 

4 
trol which is inherently provided due to the magnitude of at
traction of t.he magnetic particles which is a common feature 
of the patented valve and the valve of the iostant invention. 

The valve construction described can 1M utilized in conjunc
tion with materials which comprise a substantial portion of 
particles adapted to be attracted by magnetic forceH. The in
vention contemplates Ule handling of mixtures of magnetic 
and nonmagnetic materials, particularly where the dominant 
portion of the materials jg magnetic and will influence the flow 
rate of all the materials. 

The valve will function t,ven when the major portion of the 
material is nonmagnetic and a minor portion is magnetic In 
such case, it will have a slightly alower response to changes in 
magnetic field, For exanlp(e, if a mixture of 40 percent mllg
netic steel shot and 60 percent sand, by volume, was pat!8ing 
through the valve at full flow rate, Ille coil could be partially 
deenerg!.red ~!.!ch t..~at t.he perma.'"H!!!t meg:.'!ets wi!! e.ttr~t the 
magnetic particles in the mixture and restrict the opening in 
the valve, thus reducing the flow of both magnetic and non
magnetic material through the valve. When the coil was fully 
deenergized, still more magnetic particles would be attracted 
to the perm;,nent magnet with the 8&Ild momentarily pasning 
through the valve, but with more oncoming magnetic particles 
being quickly attracted by dIe magnet, almost instantaneous 
biocking of Llie entire passage within the valve by the magnetic 
particles will result and thus prevent flow of the nonmagnetic 
particles through the valve. 

As described in the aforementioned patent, there are vari-
30 ous applications possible for valve structures of the type dis

closed. Thus, the valve of the instant invention can be utilized 
in association with centrifugal blasting equipment and for 
other uses. The materials employed for producing a valve of 

is reached which will initiate flow of material in the limited 
area of maximum spacing. Accordingly, a very low flow rate of 
abrasive material can be accomplished in this area. Direct cur
rent voltage is preferably employed for energizing the coil, 
and as this voltage is increased, the flux density in the areas 
adjacent the areas of maximum dimension will be decreased. 35 
Accordingly, gradually increasing portions of the valve will 
permit the flow of material. Eventually the direct current volt-
age can be increased to the point where a full open condition 
of the valve is realized. 

The valve operation is also enhanced if the outer sections 16 40 
and 18 and the cap members 32 and 36 are fonned of non
magnetic material. It will be noted that the spacing between 
these sections and members is nonuniform when measured 
along any vertical line. It was found that if magnetic material 
were used for forming these members, then the operation of 45 
the magnet and coil assembly would create magnetic influence 
in these areas. Because of the nonuniform spacing, these in
fluences varied to the point that the overall val\'e operation 
was affected. By using nonmagnetic material for these sections 50 
and members, these influences were eliminated. 

FIG. 6 illustrates a valve construction 70 which includes an 
assembly 72 which includes the pole pieces, etc., the assembly 
being positioned within cylindrical ~ction 74. This assembly 
differs in that it defines II cam-shaped cross section whereby S5 
the gap between the assembly and the cylindrical section will 
vary constantly all around the poic pieces. By providing a gap 
variation in this manner, essentialiy the same operating 
characteristi.:s can be achieved. The maximum and minimum 
spacing in a design such as this may vary berne.:n seven- 60 
eighths and three-fourths inches. 

The operation of the valve of the instant invention differs in 
significant respects from the operation of prior valves, for ex
ample as described in the aforementioned patent. Thus, the 
valve described in said patent is characterized by a relatively 65 
high minimum or initial flow rate. This occurs since tt..~ appli
cation of the minimum voltage required to commence flow 
results in material flow around the entire 360· fl<lw through 
passage. With the arrangement of the instant invention, the 
gradually changing spacing between the interior wall of the 70 
valve housing and the core assembly provides a means for con· 
trolling the degree of material flow. Thus, a gradually increas-
ing area of material flow can be developed until complete 
material flow is accomplished. This, of course, represents a 
means for controlling material flow over and above the can- 75 

the instant invention may be the same as described in the 
patent. Specifically, seven permanent magnets having a 
diameter of 2.38 inch"s formed of Indox S and magnetized to 
full strength are stacked. The total length of the stack was 
2.506 inches with an air gap 64 between the magnets and the 
housing 18 being I 1/16 inches and the air gap 66 thirteen-six
teenths of an inch. An electrical coil formed of No.2) gauge 
ML. copper wire with a wire coating epoxy capable of 
withstanding temperatures to 357· F., is associated with the 
magnets. The leads are 12 inches minimum length and of 20-
gauge Teflon type E insulated wire. The coil power rating is 
175 watts plus or minus 10 percent with a coil resistance of 45 
ohms. 

The maximum air gap at 64 should be from 1.1 to 2 times 
greater than the minimum air gap at 66.ln addition to employ
ing an lUTangement whereill the axis of the pole, coil and mag
net assembly is simple offset relative to the axis of the sur-
rounding housing, other means may be utilized for achieving 
variations in flux density at a given Voltage level. ~pecifically, 
the respc¢tive axes could be coincident; however, the 10 of 
the housing could be machined off center. Alternatively, the 
pole pieces employed could be located in an offcenter position 
even though the magnet and coil assembly remained on an 
axis coincident with the axis of the cylindrical housing. 

It will be undenitood that various changes and modifications 
may be made in the above-described coristruction which pro
vide the characteristics of tl1is invention without departing 
from the spirit thereof particularly as defined in the following 
claims. 

That which is claimed is: 
1. In a valve for use in the handling of materials which are in 

particle form and which compriSe a substantial portion of 
magnetic particle~, the valve comprising an interior wall defin
ing a flow through passage, an assembly comprising a per
manent magnet and an electrical coil associated with said 
valve adjacent the interior wall thereof, said magnet being 
adapted to attract said particles and to thereby impede move-
ment of the particles through the passage, said electrical coil 
being located adjacent said magnet, means for energizing said 
coil, and means for varying the input to said coil for thereby 
varying the influence .of sai<l magnet on said particles, the im-
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provement wherein said as..<embly is positioned within said in
terior wall, and wherein the spacing between said interior wall 
and the exterior sutface of said assembly varies between a 
minimum dimension and a maximum dimension. 

2. A construction in accordance with claim 1 wherein said 
spacing increases uniformly from said minimum dimension to 
said m3)(imum dimension. 

3. A construction in accordance with claim 2 wherein the 
flow through passage of said valve is circular in cross section 
and wherein said assembly is also circular in cross section, the 
v~rtical axis of said flow through passage being displaced rela
tive to the verJcal axis of said assembly. 

4. A construction in accordance with claim 2 wherein said 
valve comprises a cylindrical housing, the axis of said as
sembly being positioned coincident with the axis of said hous· 
ing, and wherein the internal diameter of said housing is 
produced offcenter relative to said axis. 

6 
S. A_construction in accordance wiLi claim 1 wherein pole 

pieces are secured in said assembly, said pole pieces blling 
positioned offcenter relative to the axis of said valve. 

6. A construction ill accordance with claim 1 wherein said 
5 maximum dimension is between about 1.1 and 2 times greater 

than said minimum dimension. 
7. A construction in accordance with claim 1 wherein said 

assembly defines a cam·shaped crc-8S section. 
8. A construction in accordance with claim 5 wherein cap 

\0 members are secured to the outer surfaces of said pole pieces, 
wings carried by said cap members, and end sections secured 
at the opposite ends of said interior wall, said wings securing 
said cap members to said interior wall, and wherein said cap 

15 members and said end sections are formed of nonmagnetic 
materiel. . .. .. .. .. 
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